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Energy in the External Relations
of the Czech Republic
Lukáš Tichý

ENERGY IN EXTERNAL RELATIONS OF THE CZECH REPUBLIC:
BACKGROUND AND POLITICAL CONTEXT
In 2015, the main agenda of the internal and external dimension of the energy policy
of the Energy Union was developed in token of the strong continuity of the previous
year 2014 focused especially on the Union energy security, which represented one of
the most frequently used words of the energetic discourse of the EU. Like in 2014,
also in 2015 the Union energy security was characterized by the concurrent operation
of two important factors.1
Firstly, the energy policy and security of the EU was developing in 2015 especially
under the influence of the crisis in the relations with the Russian Federation (RF) together with strained Russian-Ukrainian energy relations, which were caused among
the member states by fear concerning ensuring stable supplies of Russian oil and gas
through the Ukrainian territory to Europe. These concerns were reinforced during the
year 2015 by repeated interruptions of gas supplies in July and November from Russia to Ukraine. It happened despite the fact that in late September 2015, a preliminary
agreement was concluded with the support of the EU, so-called winter package about
supplies of Russian gas to Ukraine in the following winter period, i.e. from 1 October
to the end of March 2016.2 At the same time, in the middle of January 2015 the chief
of the Russian company Gazprom Alexej Miller warned the EU states to search for
new paths for gas transit because the RF planned to stop the transport of gas through
Ukraine by 2019.3 Nevertheless, the interest of the EU headed mainly by Central European and East European states and the European Commission (EC) represented by
its Vice-Chairman responsible for the Energy Union Maroš Šefčovič is, on the contrary, the effort for preserving Ukraine as a transit country and strengthening its energy security.4 It was reflected in 2015 for example by criticism of the planned Russian gas pipeline Nord Stream 2 bypassing Ukraine5 and, at the same time, increased
reversing of supplies of natural gas from Slovakia, Poland, and Hungary to Ukraine.6
Despite the fact that during the year 2015, the gas supplies to the EU countries
were not interrupted, Russian President Vladimir Putin assured the EU about the in361
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terest of Russia in preserving the gas transit through Ukraine and the chairman of the
European Commission Jean-Claude Juncker and the Vice-Chairman of the European
Commission M. Šefčovič proposed to restart the energy relations with Russia, the energy interaction remained considerably impaired and weakened.7 It was also enhanced
for example by the start of the investigation of the Russian company Gazprom by the
EC8 or the decision about the renewal of the EU sanctions against the RF.9
Secondly, under the influence of such facts, during the year 2015 the EU was focused on a series of measures with the objective of strengthening the energy security
and decreasing energy dependency on Russia. These measures concerned both internal and external dimensions of the energy security. On the external level, the EU paid
attention to energy relations with potential suppliers, especially with the Islamic Republic of Iran (IRI) and the USA, with which the EU negotiated the new agreement
on the Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership (TTIP), where energy was one
of the chapters. At the same time, TTIP that could limit the US customs barriers for
export of energetic raw materials and extend the possibilities of supplying the EU,
was one of the main topics on 7. 5. 2015 in the session of the Council for Foreign
Affairs in the format of ministers of trade of the member states in Brussels.10 Even if
during the year 2015 the export of US shale gas in the form of LNG or the supplies of
the Iranian gas with the use of gas pipelines or in the form of LNG to the EU countries were not too probable, in case of Iran that had the biggest reserves of gas and
the fourth biggest reserves of oil in the world, there was a major event in 2015, which
had a positive impact on the negotiations of the EU with the IRI. On 14. 7. 2015, the
representatives of six powers and Iran managed to conclude the Final Agreement on
Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action, on the basis of which the West should gradually
withdraw the sanctions.11 The cancellation of the sanctions shall enable the IRI to renew the supplies of oil to Europe and commence talks with the EU about gas supplies,
as it happened for example on 28. 7. 2015, when this issue was discussed by the High
Representative of the Union for Foreign Affairs and Security Policy Federica Mogherini with the Iranian Minister of Foreign Affairs Mohammad Javad Zaríf.12 On the
internal level, the EU was focused on the project of the Energy Union, which was officially presented by M. Šefčovič on 25. 2. 2015. In addition to ensuring energy security, the Energy Union is focused especially on the completion of the liberalized and
fully integrated electricity and gas market, energy efficiency, low-carbon economy
and, last but not least, on research and innovations in the priority areas of utilization
of renewable resources.13
In the context of these events, in 2015 internal and external dimensions of the energy policy of the Czech Republic were also developing, which accepted a majority of
the topics and issues of the EU within its energetic discourse. Therefore, in 2015 the
Czech Republic was repeatedly dealing with possible impacts of the interruption of
gas supplies from Russia to Ukraine on energy security; according to the statement of
the Minister of Industry and Trade Jan Mládek (ČSSD), it should not be in jeopardy
because “We have […] supplies from Norway…”. Already before, on 17. 2. 2015, Jan
Mládek (ČSSD) negotiated about the security of the transit of Russian oil and natural
gas with the Ukrainian Minister of Energy and Coal Industry Volodymyr Demčyšyn,
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who assured him that Ukraine was a reliable partner in the transit of oil but also gas
because: “We did not take gas from the transit gas pipelines.”14
In this respect, the Czech Republic together with the other countries of V4 emphasized the need to “preserve transit through Ukraine”15 and, on the contrary, it
spoke negatively against the construction of the gas pipeline Nord Stream 2, which,
according to the Czech Prime Minister Bohuslav Sobotka (ČSSD), “could destabilize
Ukraine”. The chairman of the opposition KSČM Vojtěch Filip expressed a similar
opinion; he considers the agreement to be destabilizing in the effort to “sink not only
Ukraine but also us” when it threatened as a consequence that “Czechia would pay
transit fees to Germany.”16 Last but not least, in 2015 the Czech Republic repeatedly
supported the creation of the Energy Union, which “would bring higher security and
reliability of supplies to the Czech Republic”17 and agreed to the extension of sanctions against the RF.
In the effort to strengthen energy security, in the sector of natural gas the Czech
Republic focused on increasing the volume of underground gas tanks in September
2015, which, according to J. Mládek, should be “increased to approximately 50 percent of annual consumption” from the current capacity ensuring approximately 37%
of consumption.18 Simultaneously with it, on 4.–7. 9. 2015 Minister of Foreign Affairs Lubomír Zaorálek (ČSSD) negotiated with the representatives of Iran, including
President Hassan Rouhani, about the improvement of economic and energy co-operation.19 In addition to it, in 2015 the Czech Republic focused on strengthening the energy security in the oil sector when for example on 16. 9. 2015 President Miloš Zeman
negotiated about diversification of oil suppliers in Azerbaijan, which was pursuant to
J. Mládek “a very important alternative oil supplier to us…”.20 In the coal sector, in
2015 an intensive debate was taking place about breaking or preserving the coal mining limits in North Bohemia. Finally, on 20. 10. 2015, the Government of the Czech
Republic decided about breaking the mining limits of the surface mine Bílina and preserving the mining limits in the mine ČSA. Consequently, the decision of the government caused an intensive discussion among the political representatives of the Czech
Republic. While J. Mládek emphasized that “coal for the Czech heating industry was
ensured”21 and Minister of Agriculture Marian Jurečka (KDU-ČSL) appreciated that
“coal will be used primarily for heating plants”,22 Minister of Defence Martin Stropnický (ANO) was more sceptical because according to his opinion “the decision of
the government […] would not influence energy security of the Czech Republic too
much”.23 Breaking the limits was also supported by President Zeman or former Prime
Minister Miroslav Topolánek; on the contrary, the government was criticized by Miroslav Kalousek (TOP 09), according to whom “our country did not deserve further
damaging”,24 or the chairperson of the Green Party Jana Drápalová, who said that “the
government was returning to the communist practice of plundering the country”.25
A similarly intensive debate was also taking place in 2015 in the sector of nuclear
energy, where the Government of the Czech Republic, having cancelled the tender
for the construction of two blocks of the nuclear power plant Temelín by the company
ČEZ on 10. 4. 2014, decided about the construction of two new blocks in the nuclear
power plants Dukovany and Temelín, which should be commissioned at the latest
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by 2037 with the objective of ensuring energetic self-sufficiency and security of the
Czech Republic. Pursuant to B. Sobotka, “the construction of the first block should
start in Dukovany”26 and the tender for the supplier of the new block could be started
as early as in late 2016. While there was political consensus regarding the issue of the
construction of new nuclear blocks, in case of financing the additional construction
of the nuclear power plants Dukovany and Temelín the opinions of the political representatives differed. For example, J. Mládek emphasized that “new nuclear blocks in
Czechia should be built by a special state-owned plant”.27 On the contrary, pursuant
to Minister of Finance Andrej Babiš (ANO) “financing of the first new block in Dukovany should be ensured by the company ČEZ”.28 Similarly B. Sobotka assumes that:
“the preparation of the investment shall be financed by ČEZ. I am not a supporter of
the concept that the government should guarantee purchase prices…”29
The company ČEZ expects that the construction of each nuclear block in the Czech
Republic would cost approximately 120 to 150 billion. CZK and after the declaration
of the tender in the upcoming years, the supplier should be selected approximately
in 2020. During the year 2015, in addition to the firms from France, USA and Russia
that had declared their interest before, the companies from Japan, China and South
Korea also declared their interest. On the contrary, the decision of the Government
of the Czech Republic about the construction of new nuclear reactors was criticized
by political representatives of Austria and Germany but also some non-governmental
and ecological organizations, for example Hnutí Duha, association Calla or Alliance
for Energetic Self-sufficiency.30
The decision about the construction of new nuclear reactors is based on the document called National Action Plan of Nuclear Energetics in the Czech Republic (NAP
JE), which was prepared by the Ministry of Industry and Trade in co-operation with
the Ministry of Finance and which was approved by the Government of the Czech
Republic on 3. 6. 2015. From the perspective of the state, NAP JE considers desirable to “immediately start the preparation for the location and construction of one
nuclear block in the locality of Temelín and one block in the locality of Dukovany”.31
NAP JE is based on the Update of the State Energy Concept of the Czech Republic
(ASEK), which was approved by the government on 18. 5. 2015 and which replaced
the previous SEK document from 2004. ASEK, like the previous version, counts on
the growth of electricity production from nuclear energy from the current 33% up to
approximately 50% in 2040. For this purpose, other reactors should be built in the nuclear power plant Temelín and in the nuclear power plant Dukovany. In addition to this
internal level of energy policy of the Czech Republic, the new ASEK also mentions
its external dimension, where it recommends “strengthening energy co-operation of
the V4 countries and trying to co-ordinate the attitudes in the field of energy within
the EU…“.32 At the same time, ASEK supports diversification of the European transport routes and source territories, liberalization and integration of the energy market
and the within European negotiations, it emphasises the necessity to defend national
sovereignty over the selection of the energetic mix.
The issue of internal and external dimensions of the energy security also features
in the new Concept of the Foreign Policy of the Czech Republic (hereinafter only re364
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ferred to as the Concept), which was approved by the Government of the Czech Republic on 13. 7. 2015. Pursuant to the Concept, the Czech Republic strives for diversification of supplies of strategic raw materials, transport routes and source territories,
but “also for the limitation of dependency of the energetic sector on […] regions, on
which it has been dependent dominantly…”,33 which means especially the Russian
Federation. Furthermore, pursuant to the Concept the Czech Republic realizes its energy policy and security within the EU, where “it strives for better interconnection
of energetic systems of member states, for ensuring the possibility of reverse flows,
completion of the development of the internal energy market”.34
The issue of internal and external dimensions of energy security is also covered
very similarly in the updated Security Strategy of the Czech Republic (hereinafter
only referred to as Security strategy), which was approved by the Government of the
Czech Republic on 4. 2. 2015. Pursuant to the Security strategy, major threats include
“interruption of supplies of strategic raw materials or energy“;35 therefore, to ensure
energy security the Czech Republic strives for “maximum possible diversification of
the transport infrastructure with emphasis on preserving the transit position of the
Czech Republic”.36 Furthermore, the Czech Republic supports the realization of energy security “within the EU and NATO…”.37 Last but not least, the energy security
and threats to it are mentioned both in the document called Long-term Perspective for
Defence 2030 approved by the Government of the Czech Republic on 15. 6. 2015, according to which “Europe would compete with South-East Asia” for world reserves of
raw materials and in the mid-range horizon and “a considerable long-term decrease
of supplies from the Russian Federation” cannot be excluded.38 At the same time, on
21. 12. 2015 the Government of the Czech Republic approved the document called
Concept of Development of the Army of the Czech Republic 2025, where „ensuring
energy security and functionality of critical infrastructure”39 is interconnected with
the issue of crisis management and with the international fight against terrorism.
The above-mentioned topics of the Czech political discussion, together with the
key events in the energy area had a major impact in 2015 on the direction of external
energy relations of the Czech Republic. Like in the previous year, also in 2015 the active actors of the external energy relations of the Czech Republic were especially the
Prime Minister, Ministry of Industry and Trade of the Czech Republic (MIT), Ministry
of Foreign Affairs of the Czech Republic (MFA), Ministry of the Environment of the
Czech Republic (ME) but also the President of the Czech Republic. From the perspective of the external dimension of energy security and policy, on the multilateral level,
the area of the EU and co-operation with other Central European countries within the
Visegrad Group was crucial for the Czech Republic in 2015. In the case of bilateral
energy relations, the Czech Republic was mainly oriented on Germany, Austria, USA,
and France in 2015. On the contrary, as a result of the military engagement of Russia
in Ukraine and the imposed EU sanctions against the RF, the Czechia-Russian energy
relations only reached a minimum level reached in 2015, like in the previous year.
In the context of the aforesaid facts, the Czech discourse about the external dimension of the energy policy and security during the year 2015 can be labelled as limited
in terms of the level of politicizing. On one hand, the topic of external energy policy
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and thereto related issues were present in the documents of the type of ASEK, Concept
and Security strategy in 2015. On the other hand, the issue of external energy relations
of the Czech Republic is not a frequent topic of lectures and speeches of the political
representatives of the Czech Republic. Similarly in 2015, like in 2014, it is possible
to speak about the limited polarization of the Czech discussion about the external dimension of energy policy and security. On one hand, there was accord among the main
institutional and political actors concerning the meaning of a majority of the energy
issues related to the issues of external relations and need of strengthening the energy
security of the Czech Republic. On the other hand, a differing but not contradictory
position of institutional and political actors can be identified in relation to the issue of
financing the new tender for the construction of one block of the nuclear power plant
Dukovany and one reactor of the nuclear power plant Temelín and especially in the
issue of breaking the coal mining limits in the Czech Republic. Last but not least, in
2015 like in the previous year, on one hand, the Czech Republic supported creating
a common policy, which was based on the proactive actions and co-operating position in case of the issue of ensuring energy security, for example in the case of the
Energy Union, where the Czech Republic enforced additional modifications. On the
other hand, the Czech Republic accepted an adaptation to an external policy, which
was a result of reactive actions and neutral position in case of increasing energy efficiency and support of renewable energy resources in the area of energy production.

THE EXTERNAL ENERGY RELATIONS OF THE CZECH REPUBLIC:
AGENDA AND EVENTS
The Multilateral Dimension of External Energy Relations of the Czech Republic
Energy security of the Czech Republic and the EU
The activity and position of the Czech Republic both in the process of negotiating
about energy issues within the EU and in relation to the individual objectives of the
energy policy of the EU remained unchanged in 2015.
While in case of the objective of energy security, which includes the issues such
as the right of the member states to decide about the composition of the energy mix,
utilization of nuclear energy, diversification of transport routes, sources and suppliers
etc., and the objective of competitiveness, which includes for example the issues of
support for the completion of liberalization of the internal energy market, interconnection of transport routes and transmission systems among the member states within
the EU etc., the Czech Republic actively supports their achievement within the EU;
on the contrary in case of the objective focused on sustainability, i.e. support of OZE,
energy efficiency and reduction of CO2 emissions etc., the Czech Republic stands
rather sceptically against it and either independently or together with other states, it
expresses its comments critically. Nevertheless, the Czech Republic neither vetoes
decision-making about the main environmental objectives within the EU, nor blocks
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the further progress of the Union energy policy in this area by its actions but, on the
contrary, it tries to be and is consistent in a majority of the cases.
In 2015, this position of the Czech Republic was obvious in the example of the
project of the Energy Union, which was officially presented on 25. 2. 2015, when
a package concerning the Energy Union was published, by which the EC wanted to
support the co-operation of the member states in the energy area. The basic document
is the so-called Strategy for the European Energy Union (hereinafter only referred to
as the Energy Union Strategy) or the statement called Framework Strategy for Creating Resilient Energy Union with Forward-Looking Climate Change Policy. The Energy Union represents an ambitious plan for the integration of the energy policy in the
EU beyond the framework of the proposal of the chairman of the European Commission Donald Tusk from April 2014, who presented the proposal for the co-ordination
of gas supplies and other initiatives presented by the actual Commission till that time.
In addition to it, the European Commission drew attention to the problems, which
were faced by the European Union and the member states, within the Energy Union.
In this context, the European Commission emphasized that the EU was the biggest
world importer of energy, the member countries of the EU ensured over 50% of their
energy consumption by imports from countries outside of the EU and they paid approximately 400 billion EUR for such energy. Furthermore, the EC brought to mind in
the document that the energy infrastructure in the EU grew older and it would be necessary to modernize it, national energy policies were uncoordinated and the consumers could not take advantage of the size and variety of the European energy market,
which was practically fragmented on the level of national markets. Last but not least,
the EC warned that six member states were relying on only one supplier of natural gas,
which made them very vulnerable in case of violations of gas supplies. The European
Union imports 90% of its annual consumption of oil and 66% of gas.40
According to the Energy Union Strategy, the solution would be facilitated by five
mutually strengthening and closely interconnected dimensions, the purpose of which
is to achieve a greater level of energy security, competitiveness, and sustainability.
It concerns the following: (1) ensuring security of energy supplies, solidarity and
trust, including for example ensuring greater transparency in concluding long-term
contracts for gas supplies and security of energy supplies; (2) fully integrated European electricity and gas market; (3) energy efficiency contributing to mitigation of
demand; (4) low-carbon economy in the EU in connection with climate protection
and (5) research and innovations in the priority areas of utilization of renewable resources, smart grids etc.41
Therefore, the European Commission proposes in the Energy Union Strategy,
for example, the intergovernmental energy agreements of the member states with
third countries to be verified by or consulted with the Union executive before being
concluded. The effort is based on the fact when six countries – Bulgaria, Hungary,
Greece, Slovenia, Croatia, and Austria – signed agreements with the Russian company Gazprom in the past, which were not in compliance with the EU rules for the
state support, public procurement, and economic competition, which resulted in the
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follow-up cancellation of the Russian project for the construction of the gas pipeline
South Stream in 2014. Furthermore, the Commission proposes to the member states
to cumulate their demands and try to reduce the prices of gas imported into the EU,
however, only on condition that any common purchasing is realized on the basis of
voluntariness and with respecting the rules of the World Trade Organization and legal standards of the EU in the area of the economic competition. Nevertheless, while
the western member states are of the opinion that such pretending to be one customer
would violate the free market rules, the member countries from Central and Eastern
Europe, which are considerably more dependent on the Russian supplies, welcome
these tactics. At the same time, the EC establishes an objective in the Energy Union
Strategy to ensure interconnecting the energy systems among the member states at
the volume of min. 10% of the total production capacity of any particular state by the
year 2020 (15% by the year 2030), and by means of the implementation of the current legislation, i.e. so-called projects of public interest and financial tool TEN-E.42
The position of the Czech Republic in relation to the Energy Union was firstly formulated on 25. 2. 2015 by the Chamber of Commerce the Czech Republic (HK ČR),
which expressed a consent to the basic objectives of the Energy Union and supported
the effort that the EU “would play a certain role in negotiating agreements for energy
supplies”.43 Furthermore, HK ČR recommended that the EC would engage “by means
of acceleration of the proceeding about a failure to meet the obligations in the area
of the third liberalization package”44 in the effort to make the member states, which
did not comply with it, implement it fully. At the same time, however, HK ČR emphasized the need of respecting the Treaty of Lisbon in the achievement of the objectives
of the Energy Union, pursuant to which “the energy mix and responsibility for it was
in the competence of the member states”.45 For the Czech Republic and other member
countries, this issue is related especially to the possibility or, as the case may be, right
of further development and efficient utilization of nuclear energetics as a tool for the
transition to low-carbon economy.
Therefore, on 6. 3. 2015 the Czech Republic together with Great Britain, France,
Poland, Romania, Lithuania, Slovakia, and Slovenia joined the letter challenging the
European Commission to a greater support of the nuclear energetics in the European
Union. The main argument of ministers of the member states for support of nuclear
energy is the fact that many countries would not be economically able to achieve the
objectives in the area of climate protection and energy security of the EU without the
support for preserving the current nuclear power stations or for the construction of
new blocks. At the same time, the signatories asked for the creation of new mechanisms in the EU for financing nuclear energetics because increasing the financial assistance to nuclear energetics could facilitate meeting the climatic objectives of the EU.46
On the contrary, within the Energy Union, the European Commission challenged
the member states to greater diversification of supplies of nuclear fuel. Among other
things, it also concerns the Czech Republic, where all the fuel for the domestic nuclear
power stations is supplied by the Russian firm Tvel from the Rosatom Group, when
the only possible competitor to the company Tvel concerning supplies for reactors of
the Russian type VVER, which stand in the Czech Republic, has been the US com368
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pany Westinghouse from the group of Japanese Toshiba. Nevertheless, while in the
power station Temelín, a possible replacement of the Russian fuel with the American
one is well imaginable, in the case of the power station Dukovany it would be much
more complicated. The reason is that Westinghouse has stopped producing fuel for
older blocks of the Russian type VVER-440.47
Furthermore, the Energy Union was one of the main topics of the session of the
European Council in Brussels on 18. and 19. 3. 2015, where the opinion of the Czech
Republic was defended by Prime Minister B. Sobotka. In the session, the Prime Minister repeated the Czech interest in the Energy Union, which was considered by him
“a very important step towards the modern, competitive and diversified energetics”,48
and he supported the proposal for transparency of the contracts for gas supplies. At
the same time, the Czech Republic managed, in co-operation with the partners from
the V4, to introduce significant modifications into the current proposal of the Energy
Union, which counted on strengthening the energy infrastructure with emphasis on
availability of energy prices for households and industry with the objective of preventing from energy poverty and supporting competitiveness of the European firms. However, the Czech Republic will, according to Prime Minister Sobotka, “keep insisting
on the own creation of the energy mix, including the nuke”.49 The positive approach of
the Czech Republic and its support of the Energy Union was repeated again by Prime
Minister Sobotka together with Minister of Foreign Affairs L. Zaorálek, Minister of
Industry and Trade J. Mládek and State Secretary for European Affairs Tomáš Prouza
during the meeting with the Vice-Chairman of the European Commission M. Šefčovič
at Kramář’s villa on 2. 4. 2015, where the Prime Minister stated that the Energy Union would bring “bigger interconnection and capacity of the networks” to the Czech
Republic.50 At the same time, after the meeting with M. Šefčovič on 26. 5. 2015, B.
Sobotka emphasized that in the project of the Energy Union “the Czech priority was
to complete the internal energy market”.51
On 18. 11. 2015, the EC published the First Report about the State of the Energy
Union, which analysed progress achieved during the last nine months, identified the
key areas of activity for 2016 and formulated political conclusions on the level of the
member states, regional and European level. According to M. Šefčovič, several tasks
await the EU within the Energy Union in 2016: “Firstly, the EU should play the leadership role in the transition to the low-carbon economy further on […]. And thirdly:
geopolitical problems, which have been faced by us this year, will not disappear.”52
Simultaneously with it, the EC published a list of altogether 195 key projects in the
area of energy infrastructure known as projects of common interest, which would
help meet the European objectives in the area of energy and climate and would form
the basic building stones of the European Energy Union. The list of projects also included Czech projects, for example the gas pipeline STORK II interconnecting the
Czech Republic and Poland, bi-directional interconnection between the Czech Republic and Austria (BACI) and connection to Oberkappel between the Czech Republic
and Austria, but also the extension of the oil pipeline from Litvínov to the refineries
in German Spergau, which should facilitate strengthening the energy security of the
Czech Republic.53
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The results of the Report about the State of the Energy Union were followed up
a month later, i.e. on 18. 12. 2015, by the session of the European Council, where the
Czech Republic fully supported building the project of the Energy Union and emphasized its importance to energy security. According to Prime Minister Sobotka: “We
welcome proposals of the projects aimed at diversification of sources and routes. Together with other states of the Visegrad Group, we consider important the continuation of the construction of the North-South interconnection, which will greatly enhance the security of our region.”54 The Czech Government is prepared, according
to B. Sobotka, to keep furthering solidarity with other states of the region, the energy
security of which could be threatened. The negotiations about the Energy Union in
the session of the European Council also partially considered the outputs of the climatic conference COP21 that took place in Paris from 30. 11. to 12. 12. 2015, where
the new global agreement on climate protection was reached, which would replace
the Kyoto Protocol after 2020. In its contribution, the European Union committed to
reduce the emissions by 40% by the year 2030 (in comparison with the year 1990).55
In other words, the project of the Energy Union shall ensure available, safe, sustainable, and cheap energy for citizens and firms, reduce the European dependency
on gas imports from the Russian Federation and strengthen the European position in
negotiating energy contracts. Meeting the said objectives of the Energy Union related
to strengthening the energy security should be facilitated for example by diversification of the sources, suppliers, where the European Commission counts on supplies
of natural gas, in addition to Iran and USA, for example from Algeria, Azerbaijan,
Turkmenistan, Kazakhstan and other countries of the Near East and North Africa,
as well as of transport routes, especially within the so-called South energy corridor
or the Mediterranean. Some member states and the Vice-Chairman of the European
Commission M. Šefčovič considered the proposed plans of the Russian company
Gazprom, which tried to find new routes in 2015 for supplies of gas to Europe by
means of new gas pipelines bypassing Ukraine hit by the conflict, to be controversial
and against the logic of meeting the objectives and tools of the Energy Union. While
the construction of the gas pipeline Turkish Stream, which was supposed to supply gas
to Turkey and from there to Europe, was stopped at the end of 2015 by Gazprom as
a result of rapid deterioration of Russia-Turkey relations, in mid-June 2015 Gazprom
concluded a preliminary agreement with its biggest European gas customers on doubling the capacity, i.e. to the level of 55 billion m3 per year, of the gas pipeline Nord
Stream, which supplied gas from Russia do Germany along the bottom of the Baltic
Sea. Gazprom will work on this project, which should contribute to strengthening the
energy security of the EU according to Russia, with the German concern E.ON and
BASF/Wintershall, Austrian company OMV, French ENGIE and British-Dutch Group
Royal Dutch Shell.56
Nevertheless, M. Šefčovič emphasized that the gas pipeline Nord Stream 2 raises
some questions, namely with respect to the current capacity for transport of gas from
Russia to Europe, which is utilized only to 50%. At the same time, Šefčovič pointed
out the negative impact of the gas pipeline Nord Stream 2 on the gas transit through
Ukraine.57 A similar opinion was also expressed by ten member states of Central and
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Eastern Europe, which sent a letter to the EC on 27. 11. 2015, in which they challenged for careful examination of the project. The ten states pointed out in the letter
that the extension of Nord Stream for the purpose of supplies of a bigger volume of
gas directly to Germany should limit transit of gas to Europe through Ukraine, while
“preserving the transit route through Ukraine was in the strategic interest of the
EU”.58 Then the Czech Republic demonstrated a perfect political turnaround in this
context, when it joined the letter at first, but in early December it refused to sign it,59
just to stand again in the session of the European Council on 18. 12. 2015 against the
realization of the gas pipeline Nord Stream 2, which “meant the diversification of the
routes, indeed, but it did not mean diversification of the sources”.60
Another disputable issue in the energy relations of the European Union and the
Russian Federation was the decision of the European Commission from 22. 4. 2015
about the commencement of the investigation of the company Gazprom due to an alleged abuse of its dominant position in Central and Eastern Europe and a violation of
the rules of the economic competition.61 According to the Czech Government’s Special Envoy for Energy Security Václav Bartuška, the decision of the EC to accuse
Gazprom was one the most important events of the year 2015 in the relations between
Europe and the Russian Federation because “it was a dispute if European laws would
be complied with in the territory of the EU…“.62 Last but not least, in 2015 the energy
relations of the EU and the Russian Federation were negatively influenced by the decision of the European Commission, with the support of the member states, including
the Czech Republic, to extend the sanctions against the Russian Federation by January 2016, which also concerned the Russian energy sector to a limited scope. In other
words, energy relations between the EU and the RF in 2015, like in 2014, reached
nearly the freezing point in the area of co-operation.63 Therewith the year 2015 confirmed continuity of the energy agenda from 2014 in the form of an emphasis of the
EU on the process of strengthening energy security, negatively impacted by strained
relations between the RF and Ukraine and continuing crisis in energy interaction with
Russia, which kept highlighting the need for reducing the energy dependency. Therefore, in 2015 the European Union paid a big attention to the new project of the Energy Union, within which it was focused on a series of measures for ensuring energy
security. Firstly, the EC repeatedly called for accelerating the process of creating unified and mutually interconnected market with energies. Secondly, the EC supported
diversification of transport routes, sources, and suppliers. Thirdly, the EC called for
reducing energy demands and increasing energy efficiency. At the same time, the EC
started the investigation of the company Gazprom, by which it clearly demonstrated
to the Russian firm that it had to comply with the Union rules of economic competition. On the contrary, the EU was split into two camps by the Russian project of the
construction of the gas pipeline Nord Stream 2, which should bypass the territory of
Ukraine and therewith reduce its importance of a transit country in the future. While
the western member states headed by Germany and France supported the project, the
member states from Central and Eastern Europe opposed it for example because of
the concern about energy security and loss of its position of the transit country, for
example Slovakia.
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Energy security of the Czech Republic and the V4 countries
Like within the European Union, the Czech Republic presents its activities, opinions,
and interests also within the co-operation of Central European countries of the Visegrad Group, and the year 2015, like the previous year 2014, was not an exception in this
respect. This procedure of the Czech Republic is then represented with a very similar emphasis and interest of the V4 states in energy security and related issues and, at
the same time, the commitment of these countries to act in a unified way in furthering
their energy interests or enforcing critical comments on the EU level.
In 2015, the V4 states applied the common attitude especially in relation to the
project of the Energy Union, which was one of the main topics of mutual energy cooperation in the context of strengthening the energy security and reducing energy dependency on the RF. The importance and support of the project of the Energy Union
were expressed for example on 23. 3. 2015 in the meeting in Bratislava by the ministers of foreign affairs of the V4 countries, when according to L. Zaorálek “the topic
of the Energy Union would be one of the main topics of our presidency”.64 It was confirmed by B. Sobotka during the meeting with other prime ministers of the V4 and the
French president François Hollande in Bratislava on 18. 6. 2015, but especially when
starting the Czech presidency of the V4 on 1. 7. 2015, when he emphasized that the
priorities of the Czech Republic would be “[…] the co-operation in the energy area
especially with the consideration of building the Energy Union…”,65 but also the energy and climate policy. The importance of the Energy Union was pointed out by the
V4 countries by two common declarations.
At first, within the V4–Korea Summit in Prague on 3. 12. 2015, the Prime Ministers of the V4 countries adopted the Joint Statement of the Prime Ministers of the
Visegrad Group Countries, where they emphasized the need for the European Council to “prepare the ground for the full realization of the Energy Union”.66 At the same
time, the Prime Ministers of the V4 countries adopted another Joint Statement of the
Prime Ministers of the Visegrad Group Countries on 17. 12. 2015 before the start of
the European Council, where they welcomed a discussion about the project of the Energy Union, which “represented a key priority for the Visegrad Group countries”.67
Furthermore, the Prime Ministers of V4 supported the completion of the internal energy market of the EU, building strong energy infrastructure as a means of strengthening the energy security and challenged the EC to ensure full compliance of any new
infrastructure in the territory of the EU “[…] with the objectives and principles of the
Energy Union, which include for example reducing the energy dependence and diversification of sources, suppliers and routes”.68
For the V4 countries, within the Energy Union focused especially on ensuring
energy security it is crucial both to preserve the right of the member state to decide
about its own energy mix, including the utilization of nuclear energy, and the need to
complete the fully liberalized and mutually interconnected energy market of the EU.
These facts were confirmed on 15. 7. 2015 in the Brussels conference called Geopolitics, Energy and Central Europe: what next?, organized in connection with the commencement of the Czech Presidency of the V4, by Prime Minister B. Sobotka, according to whom the V4 states “wanted to develop nuclear energy further on”,69 and,
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at the same time, “they wanted to have a really functional market in the EU”.70 The
topic of interconnection of the national gas markets already became one of the sector
areas of co-operation of the new multilateral format between the Slovak Republic, the
Czech Republic, and Austria called “Slavkov”, which was started by the Prime Ministers of these countries on 29. 1. 2015.71
In addition to it, the V4 states also put a big emphasis within the Energy Union on
the need for diversification of the transport routes and suppliers, but also on the necessity of building the interconnection of the energy infrastructure among the member
states. It was reflected on 17. 4. 2015 in the conclusions from the meeting of the European Committees of the Senate and the Chamber of Deputies of the Parliament of
the Czech Republic, the Senate and Sejm of the Republic of Poland and the National
Council of the Slovak Republic in the attendance of the representatives of the Committee for European Integration of the Parliament of Georgia, which highlighted the
necessity of “further diversification of energy supplies”, called for “building strategic
energy partnership with significant producers and transit countries”72 and supported
the “completion of the North-South gas corridor”.73 In this respect, on 11. 12. 2015
the start of the operation of the LNG terminal in the Polish Świnoujście, where the
first tanker with LNG from Qatar, became the key event. This terminal and the LNG
terminal at the Croatian island of Krk represent two main inputs to the North-South
gas corridor.74 The realization of the project, which should interconnect the energy
infrastructure of the countries of Central, Eastern, and South-eastern Europe, would
result in the diversification of gas supplies to those states, including the Czech Republic, and thereby also to strengthening the energy security.
At the same time, strengthening the energy security of the states of Central and
Eastern Europe would be also facilitated, according to the joint statement of the ministers of the V4 responsible for energy from 5. 10. 2015, by preserving Ukraine as
a transit country. This attitude was confirmed further on in the summit in the Hungarian Balatonfüred on 8. 10. 2015 by the Presidents of the V4 and the President of
Croatia, who stood, at the same time, against the extension of the gas pipeline Nord
Stream, which, according to the Slovak President Andreja Kiska “threatened security of Ukraine”75 and in the case of its realization, “Russia could simply blackmail
Ukraine”.76
While the Slovak Republic was afraid, in this context, especially of the loss of financial revenues from transit of the Russian gas to western countries of the EU, which
could be replaced in the future by the realization of the planned gas pipeline Eastring
leading from the Slovak Republic to Turkey, in case of the Czech Republic the attitude to this issue was rather ambivalent. On one hand, J. Mládek assured his Slovak
counterpart Vazil Hudák on 4. 12. 2015 about “the need to preserve the transit role
of Ukraine as economically the most efficient way of gas transport to Europe…”77
and, at the same time, he assured him that the construction of the Czech-Austrian gas
pipeline BACI was not intended as bypassing the Slovak Republic. On the other hand,
despite the original criticism the Czech Republic refused to join the call against the
extension of the gas pipeline Nord Stream, which was justified by the Czech Minister
of Industry and Trade on 2. 12. 2015 by saying that the letter was too strong and “the
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extension of the gas pipeline Nord Stream had its positives and negatives”,78 when
“nowadays the gas pipeline TANAP, which was an Azerbaijan-Turkey project, seemed
to have the best perspective…”.79 Nevertheless, the Czech Republic finally reconsidered its attitude again through the Prime Minister B. Sobotka and stood against the
gas pipeline Nord Stream 2.
Bilateral dimension of external energy relations of the Czech Republic
The energy relations between the Czech Republic and Austria
Contrary to the energy relations of the Czech Republic with the V4 countries, where
there is a mutual agreement about a majority of the energy issues, including the nuclear energy, nuclear energy in the energy interaction between the Czech Republic
and the long-term opponent of the nuke, Austria, remains the issue of differing opinions. On one hand, in its position the Czech Republic supports nuclear energy in the
long-term, but it does not force it to its neighbour in any way; on the other hand, the
Czech Republic expects its decision to develop nuclear energy to be respected by
Austria. In comparison with 2014, when slight improvement of mutual energy relations occurred as a result of the decision about the cancellation of the tender for the
construction of two new blocks of the nuclear power station Temelín, in 2015 the nuclear energy was again the main topic at issue in the energy interaction of the Czech
Republic and Austria.
At first, on 25. 1. 2015 the Upper Austrian organizations fighting against nuclear
energy entered a lawsuit against the construction of the nuclear power station Temelín, and then, on 20. 2. 2015, the ecological organization Global 2000 handed over
a petition to the Austrian Minister of the Environment Andräm Rupprechter, in which
it appealed to the Austrian Government to generate pressure on the Czech side and
make it review the impact of the nuclear power station Dukovany on the environment.
Pursuant to the organization Global 2000, Dukovany belonged to the most dangerous
nuclear power stations in Europe because only water from the Jihlava River was used
for cooling the reactors and there could be a shortage of it in the case of landslides or
an earthquake. In response to this call, A. Rupprechter highlighted the fact that the
Czech Government faced the review of the impact of Dukovany on the environment
positively on principle but, at the same time, he pointed out the fact that Austria could
not apply pressure on the Czech Republic to leave nuclear energy because “it was not
our task to meddle in the energy mix of other member states”.80
Three months later, on 24. 5. 2015, the spokesperson of the Austrian Governmental
Social Democrats (SPÖ) for the issue of the environment Hannes Weninger and the
Minister of the Environment of Upper Austria Rudolf Anschober criticized the plans
of the Czech Government to build new nuclear reactors in Dukovany and Temelín.81
Furthermore, R. Anschober challenged the Austrian Government to oppose the financial support for the British project of the construction of the nuclear power station
Hinkley Point because “if we manage to stop the support of the project Hinkley Point,
there would be no subventions for Temelín either. And, therefore, there will be no construction of the nuclear power stations in Czechia.”82
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The Czech Minister of the Environment Richard Brabec (ANO) tried to mitigate
criticism of nuclear energy in the meeting with his Austrian counterpart A. Rupprechter in Hardegg on 21. 7. 2015. In defence of the utilization of nuclear energy, the
Minister of the Environment R. Brabec clearly emphasized that with respect to the
geographic conditions of the Czech Republic “we could not achieve the same share of
renewable resources as Austria”.83 However, the emphasis on nuclear energy pursuant
to R. Brabec does not mean that “we would play down renewable energy sources”.84
The importance of nuclear energy for the Czech Republic but also for the development in the area of the energy dialogue, especially the integration of the gas market,
was also dealt with on 21. 8. 2015 by Minister L. Zaorálek during the visit to Linz,
where he met the Austrian department colleague and governors of the border-area regions of both countries.85 Last but not least, the energy issue was one of the topics
of the two-day visit to the Czech Republic (from 5. to 6. 11. 2015) of the chairman
of the Austrian Federal Council Gottfried Kneifel, who gradually met the President,
Prime Minister, Chairman of the Chamber of Deputies Jan Hamáček (ČSSD) and the
chairperson of the inter-parliamentary group of the Czech Republic and Austria Jana
Fišerová.86
The energy relations between the Czech Republic and Germany
Like in the case of the Czech-Austrian energy relations, also in the case of energy interaction between the Czech Republic and the Federal Republic of Germany, there
have been different opinions concerning many energy issues in the long-term. Firstly,
while the Czech Republic defends the importance of nuclear energetics and requires
Germany to acknowledge its decision, the FRG refuses nuclear energy and criticizes
the Czech Republic for utilizing it. Secondly, the Czech Republic faces the support of
using OZE and its more extensive representation in the energy mix rather critically,
also because of the German overflow of energy produced from OZE. On the contrary,
the FRG relies much more on the utilization of OZE in the production of electricity and promotes the utilization of OZE within the EU. The energy relations between
the Czech Republic and the FRG developed in the context of the aforesaid facts in
2015 too. From the beginning of 2015, like in previous year 2014, the Czech Electric Transmission System (ČEPS) was repeatedly dealing with overflows of electricity from neighbouring Germany resulting from the German support of production of
electricity from renewable resources, decommissioning of nuclear power stations in
Germany, slow construction of grids and the unified German-Austrian zone, through
which huge quantities of electricity were transmitted. In response to these overflows,
the electricity distribution staff from ČEPS had to take extraordinary measures repeatedly in 2015 because the electricity volume of approximately 3400 MW was heading
through our transmission system to South Europe, which was more than a three-fold
of the output of the nuclear power station Temelín, and without an adequate intervention, a critical situation would threaten the transmission system. In this context, the
chairman of the Board of Directors of ČEPS, a.s., Vladimír Tošovský, highlighted the
main problem consisting in the fact that this increase of output and production of OZE
in Germany was not accompanied by the adequate construction of the transmission
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lines. “While the original plan was 1887 kilometres of lines by the year 2015, the reality in the third quarter of the last year was less than one third.”87
Therefore, Adolf Schweer from the company Mitnetz, which manages the transmission system in Saxony, Thuringia, Brandenburg, and Saxony-Anhalt, promised
on 17. 2. 2015 that the FRG would invest 300 million EUR in 2015 both in the construction of the new high voltage lines and transformers in the effort to deal with the
fluctuating output and transmission of electricity and in the modernization of the current technologies. Furthermore, the operators of the German transmission systems are
afraid of a bigger load of their own system in the situation, when the Czech Republic
and Poland will switch on the transformers that shall stop the uncontrolled overflows
of German electricity.88
Contrary to it, German ecologists indirectly stood against the completion of two
Czech nuclear power stations, when on 24. 4. 2015 they decided to send a petition
to the EC, which permitted the provision of public support for the construction of
the British nuclear power station Hinkley Point in 2014 in the effort to prevent the
construction of the said nuclear power station. According to Sebastian Sladek from
the EWS association, there are concerns that this model could be also used by other
states, for example the Czech Republic in the completion of the nuclear power stations Temelín and Dukovany, which “could open the path to the nuclear renaissance
in the whole Europe and to strengthening the energy dependency of the EU on Russia because a majority of the European nuclear sources use Russian uranium”.89 At
the same time, according to S. Sladek in case that the new state-supported nuclear
power stations would be built in Poland or the Czech Republic, “their production
could push German renewable sources, the support of which is paid by German consumers, out of the market”.90 In response to this criticism, the Prime Minister B. Sobotka emphasized on 23. 5. 2015 that the preparation of the extension of the nuclear
power stations Dukovany and Temelín would undergo a due process of assessment
and approvals, including the environmental impact assessment not only in the Czech
Republic but “of course, we would communicate about it with our neighbours, such
as Austria or Germany”.91
Not only nuclear energy but especially the problems with diesel oil, which was deposited by the Czech Republic at the now bankrupt firm Viktoriagruppe at the Bavarian Krailling, were one of the main topics of the meeting of the Czech Prime Minister
with the Chancellor Angela Merkel in Berlin on 4. 5. 2015. The nature of the arisen
problem consisted in the fact that the Czech Republic deposited strategic diesel oil
reserves at the value of 1.2 billion CZK with Viktoriagruppe, but the bankruptcy administrator preliminarily rejected all claims of the Czech Republic against the firm
in April 2015. Consequently, the Government of the Czech Republic announced that
it was prepared to claim the diesel oil by means of a court proceeding. According to
B. Sobotka, the Czech Republic was naturally interested in these reserves not to be
threatened by the bankruptcy of the company Viktoriagruppe and “it was prepared to
demonstrate the ownership right to such material reserves”.92 In this context, A. Merkel assured the Czech Prime Minister that “Germany and the Czech Republic closely
co-operated in improving the ownership position of the Czech state”.93
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In addition to it, Ministers of Foreign Affairs of the Czech Republic and Germany
Lubomír Zaorálek and Frank-Walter Steinmeier, in the effort to strengthen not only
energy relations, signed a declaration of Czech-German strategic dialogue in Berlin
on 3. 7. 2015. On the basis thereof, both countries want to deepen the co-operation in
nine areas, including energy.94
The energy relations between the Czech Republic and Russia
In comparison with the previous interactions, the agenda in energy relations between
the Czech Republic and the Russian Federation was far more limited. Like in the previous year 2014, in 2015 the main cause of reducing the intensity of mutual energy
interaction between the RF and the Czech Republic was also especially the Russian
military engagement in Ukraine and extension of the sanctions from the EU against
Russia. Nevertheless, a number of traditional topics focused especially on the area of
nuclear energy and ensuring supplies of natural gas still remained in the centre of discussion between the Czech Republic and Russia in 2015.
In 2015, an important issue of energy relations between the Czech Republic and
the RF was especially the nuclear energy, where in connection with the plan of the
Government of the Czech Republic for the construction of two new blocks in the nuclear power plants in Dukovany and Temelín, the Special Envoy of the Government
of the Czech Republic for Energy Security V. Bartuška emphasized in one of his interviews on 22. 4. 2015 that the Czech Republic should automatically exclude Russian Rosatom from the completion of two nuclear blocks because “it was about what
countries we would like to co-operate with in the following 30 years. It is a question
of our survival. If some people have a feeling here that Russia will stop in Ukraine,
they are desperately naïve.”95 At the same time, Bartuška appreciated the call of the
EC for a greater variety of suppliers of nuclear fuel and, therefore, for smaller dependency on one, especially Russian supplier that was supplying fuel rods to Dukovany
and Temelín at that time. The company Tvel makes the Czech Republic 100% dependent on its deliveries of nuclear fuel. Therefore, diversification is reasonable. On
the contrary: “If any power station ensures a considerable part of the profit to you,
entrusting the whole fate into the hands of only one supplier is imprudent.”96 Therefore, V. Bartuška warned that “people in ČEZ did not realize how much the relations
between the EU and Russia had changed. The idea that we would hatch that conflict,
that we would wait till it is over, is simply erroneous.”97 At the same time, however,
he admitted that “the Russians should be admitted” to the future billion tender of the
company ČEZ for the nuclear fuel for the nuclear power station Temelín. “They know
the nuclear power station best. Their participation has its justification.”98
In addition to it, the MIT came with a proposal for strengthening security in the
area of nuclear energetics in the form of building a Czech plant for the production of
nuclear fuel. Nevertheless, in connection with this project, the Czech Republic became suspected that in the nuclear energetics it intended to be oriented on the Russian
Federation much more because the realization of such a plant in the Czech Republic would have to take place in co-operation with Russia, as its Tvel had considered
a new plant in Central Europe in the past. The project of the plant for the production
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of nuclear fuel was finally cancelled by J. Mládek and the chief of ČEZ Daniel Beneš
by the end of May 2015.99
Another important topic of the Russia-Czech relations in 2015 was the issue of the
interruption of supplies of natural gas to Ukraine in July and especially in November, which, according to the Russian state-owned gas company Gazprom, represented
a serious risk due to the violation of transit of Russian gas further to Europe during
the winter period. Nevertheless, the RWE Group, the biggest Czech gas distributor,
emphasized that the interruption of the Russian supplies of natural gas to Ukraine
should not complicate its supplies to the Czech customers because the firm had their
reservoirs full and even the European market, in which it purchased, had enough gas.
The opinion of Prime Minister B. Sobotka was similar; according to him “the Czech
Republic is prepared like it was prepared in the past for similar more complex situations concerning the transit of gas through Ukraine”.100
Energetics was discussed, but rather as a marginal topic within the negotiations
about economic co-operation, in the meeting of the Czech President Miloš Zeman
with the Russian counterpart Vladimir Putin on 9. 5. 2015 in Moscow at the opportunity of the celebrations of the 70th anniversary of victory over the Nazi Germany.
Similarly, as a part of the efforts for the improvement of Russia-Czech trade relations, M. Zeman discussed energetics with V. Putin during the meeting in Beijing on
3. 9. 2015.101 Even before, J. Mládek, during his three-day stay from 8. to 10. 7. 2015
in the Sverdlovsk area, the administrative centre of which is Yekaterinburg, visited
the exposition of Czech firms in the trade fair, met the Russian counterpart Denis
Manturov and negotiated about the support of the Czech firms in the region with the
Governor Jevgenij Kujvašev. During the visit to Yekaterinburg in the Urals, Minister
Mládek tried to find a solution, which would enable to complete the suspended project of the construction of the fossil fuel power station at the city of Salekhard at the
Arctic Circle and ensure its full payment. The construction of the power station at the
city of Salekhard was started by the Czech firm PSG Zlín with financing by the Czech
Export Bank and the insured value of 12 billion CZK from the state-owned company
EGIC within a wider project for building the infrastructure in the north Urals in 2012
and now it threatens to the Czech Republic that “the project would mean a loss of
several billion crowns for it”.102
The energy relations between the Czech Republic and the USA
Very similarly, without major changes in comparison with the previous year 2014,
the energy relations developed between the Czech Republic and the USA in 2015. In
2015, nuclear energy and negotiations about the supplies of the US gas to the EU also
belonged to the main topics of the energy interaction of the Czech Republic and the
USA, where the Czech political representatives acted actively.
In connection with the decision of the company ČEZ not to continue automatically
with the supplies from the Russian producer Tvel after 2020, as it is enabled by the
currently valid contract, and then to declare a new tender for the supplies of the nuclear fuel for the nuclear power station Temelín with a promise of the company ČEZ
on 25. 4. 2015, the company Westinghouse repeatedly expressed its interest in sup378
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plies to the Czech Republic in 2015.103 Originally, the nuclear power station Temelín
used the newly developed fuel from the firm Westinghouse for its reactors of the Russian type VVER, but the US-Japan company lost the tender in 2006 to the traditional
Russian manufacturer of cells for the reactors VVER, company Tvel.104 The fact that
the fuel rods delivered by the company Westinghouse twisted and caused more frequent stoppages of the power station also played its role. The company Westinghouse,
which modified the fuel according to its own statement, will be the only competitor of
the Russian firm Tvel from the Rosatom Group, the fuel of which has also faced difficulties nowadays.105 A chance for a possible victory is given to the company Westinghouse by the requirement of the EC within the Energy Union that the member
countries should diversify the supplies of nuclear fuel. In this context, the firm Westinghouse pointed to the fact that its fuel for the nuclear power station Temelín would
increase the security of supplies because the Czech Republic would not be dependent
on the Russian Federation only. The older nuclear power station Dukovany has also
secured supplies from the Russian firm Tvel up to the end of the service life of the
source.106 At the same time, in 2015 the US-Japan company Westinghouse indirectly
expressed its interest in participating in the future tender for the construction of two
blocks in the nuclear power stations Dukovany and Temelín. In addition to it, diversification of supplies of natural gas is also important for the Czech Republic but also for
the EU as an alternative to the non-reliable import of gas and oil from Russia. In 2015,
the possibility of importing of the shale gas in the form of liquefied gas (LNG) from
the USA to the member states of the EU was also discussed, which was supported on
28. 4. 2015 in one of the interviews by the EU MP Miroslav Poche (ČSSD), who was
a member of the Parliamentary Committee on Industry, Research and Energy. However, M. Poche also pointed out the barriers, which were preventing from the import
of the US gas to Europe and which had to be eliminated. The problem consists especially in a higher price than in the case of gas supplied by the gas pipeline, which is
caused by the costs for liquefaction, transport and repeated conversion into the gaseous state. Another barrier is the missing infrastructure, especially in South and Central Europe. Last but not least, very strict limitations apply to export of energy raw
materials including oil and gas from the USA, and obtaining a licence is very lengthy
and demanding for the firms.107
This limitation could be eliminated within the forthcoming agreement TTIP, which
should reduce export hindrances in the energy area and liberalize trade with energies
between the EU and the USA. At the same time, an important part of TTIP should be
the access to the US energy raw materials, when it should be simpler in case of gas
than in case of oil.108 For example, according to T. Prouza TTIP will bring the possibility to the Czech and European firms to get to the US market in a greater measure
and profit from the increasing volume of trade between the EU and the USA also as
subcontractors of European firms, which would also support the creation of new job
opportunities.109
The agreement on TTIP and energy belonged to the main topics of the visit (from
12. to 15. 5. 2015) of the Minister of Industry and Trade J. Mládek to the USA. In
Washington, at first J. Mládek met the representatives of the US Department of En379
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ergy, with whom he negotiated about the perspectives of further co-operation between
the Czech Republic and the USA in the energy area. Both parties agreed that the teams
of both countries would meet very soon to assess individual topics in more detail.110
At the same time, J. Mládek discussed with the United States Trade Representative
(USTR) and the main US representative for TTIP Dan Mullaney about the issues of
Czech priorities in TTIP. According to Mládek “the Czech Republic strongly supports
the TTIP agreement […] not only due to economic reasons but also from the strategic perspective”.111
On 29. 9. 2015, Prime Minister Sobotka and the Minister of Foreign Affairs
Zaorálek partially discussed energetics with the US Vice-president Joseph Biden during the meeting in New York.112 Like three months ago, on 18. 6. 2015, when during
the visit to Prague the importance of the Czech Republic for energy security of the
EU was highlighted by the Assistant Secretary of State Victoria Nuland, according to
whom “Czechia was not important as a transit country only but also as a strong voice
inside the EU, which strived for diversification of sources, finding new energy routes
to Europe”.113 V. Nuland, whose opinion is of considerable influence in Washington,
clearly emphasized that the very Czech Republic could play a key role in the debates
about the diversification of gas supplies to Europe.
The energy relations between the Czech Republic and France
And finally, the energy relations between the Czech Republic and France also remained without greater changes in 2015, in comparison with the previous year 2014,
and developed in the token of the efforts for strengthening energy co-operation and
mutual activities. In 2015, the main topics of the energy interaction between the Czech
Republic and France, like in the previous year, were especially nuclear energy and
strengthening the energy security within the Energy Union. In the first half of 2015,
the issues of energetics were discussed for example by the State Secretary for European Affairs T. Prouza during his visit to France on 29.–30. 4. 2015.
At first, the state secretary with the advisor to the French Prime Minister for Energy and the Environment Charles-Antoine Goffin focused on the issue of the newly
initiated project of the Energy Union but also on the traditional topics, such as ensuring energy security or strengthening the European energy infrastructure. At the same
time, both parties exchanged information about the national energy strategies during
the meeting. In the final meeting of T. Prouza with the managing director for the EU of
the French Ministry of Foreign Affairs Pierre Lévy and his fellow workers, in addition
to the European topics, the bilateral relations and projects of mutual Czech-French cooperation were also discussed, which also included the energy area.114
Less than two months later, on 3.–4. 6. 2015, Minister of Foreign Affairs Lubomír
Zaorálek attended the session of Ministers of the Council of the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) in Paris. On the fringe of the session,
he also discussed with the French Minister of Foreign Affairs and International Development Laurent Fabius. The topic of the session of the ministers was mutual cooperation resulting from the Action Plan of Strategic Partnership for the Period 2014–
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2018 (hereinafter only referred to as the Action Plan), including new possibilities of
economic and energy co-operation.115
In turn, Lubomír Zaorálek welcomed L. Fabius on 23. 8. 2015 in the Czernin Palace. The ministers agreed that the relations between both countries were on a high
level. In this context, they spoke about specific opportunities of realizing the Action
Plan, which covered the activities of both countries.116 The French minister also stated
that “the Czech Republic and France shared opinions for diversification of energy
sources within a wide range”,117 whereby he highlighted the approach of both countries to the issue of energy security that was similar in the long-term and the tools for
ensuring it. In connection with the planned declaration of the tender for the construction of two nuclear blocks in the nuclear power station Dukovany and nuclear power
station Temelín, L. Fabius clearly emphasized during his visit that if “a tender was
declared again in the Czech Republic for the construction of the nuclear power station
Temelín, the French side would submit a bid in it.”118 At the same time, he pointed out
that France had “reorganized” its policy regarding nuclear energy a short time ago and
that everything would be newly dealt with by the energy company EDF.
A day later, on 24. 8. 2015, at the office of the MFA of the Czech Republic, a meeting of Prime Minister Bohuslav Sobotka and Laurent Fabius took place. One of the
main topics of their meeting concerned mutual relations between the Czech Republic and France and a proposal for a specific realization of the Action Plan. The topic
of discussion was also the co-operation in the area of nuclear energy and defence.119
Last but not least, on 30. 11. 2015 the Prime Minister met the French President
François Hollande in Paris at the beginning of the Climate Change Conference, where
he appreciated tremendous benefits and efforts, by which France supported the climatic negotiation process. At the same time, in his speech, B. Sobotka called the
present representatives to adopt comprehensive legally binding treaties that would
ensure that the increase of the average global temperature would not exceed two degrees Celsius in comparison with the pre-industrial level. Such a treaty shall include,
according to Sobotka, all economies, both developed and developing, and all those
contributing significantly to the production of emissions of greenhouse gasses. “Only
such universal participation within the new treaty can ensure a real change of the
current growing trends of emissions of greenhouse gasses contributing to the climate
change.”120

THE ENERGY EXTERNAL RELATIONS OF THE CZECH REPUBLIC:
IDENTIFYING AND CHARACTERISTICS OF KEY ACTORS
Energy represents a long-term and intensively discussed topic of the Czech political
discourse and the year 2015 was no exception in this respect. In the monitored period,
all aforesaid issues and topics of external energy relations significantly influenced the
decision-making of individual institutional actors of the Czech Republic and within
their framework of key political actors as well as the intensity of their activities and
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they were present in their actions, speeches, and negotiations with foreign counterparts.
With respect to these facts, in external energy relations of the Czech Republic in
2015, like in the previous year, the most active was the Government of the Czech Republic through Prime Minister Bohuslav Sobotka, who also discussed the energy issues for example with the representatives of Serbia, Armenia, South Korea. Similarly,
the activity in external energy relations of the Czech Republic was obvious from the
side of the Ministry of Industry and Trade of the Czech Republic in the form of Minister of Industry and Trade Jan Mládek, who also discussed energetics for example
with the representatives of Ukraine, United Arab Emirates, Kuwait and Oman, and
his deputy Pavel Šolc and later Lenka Kovačovská, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs
of the Czech Republic through Minister of Foreign Affairs Lubomír Zaorálek, political secretary of the Ministry Petr Drulák and especially Special Envoy of the Czech
Republic for Energy Security Václav Bartuška and his secretary Jitka Holubcová and
partially also the Ministry of the Environment through Minister of the Environment
Richard Brabec, who also discussed energetics for example with the representatives
of Georgia, and his deputy Jan Kříž. Last but not least, in external energy relations of
the Czech Republic the President of the Czech Republic Miloš Zeman was also active, who also discussed energetics for example with the representatives of Jordan,
Azerbaijan, and South Korea.

THE ENERGY EXTERNAL RELATIONS OF THE CZECH REPUBLIC IN
THE PUBLIC PERCEPTION AND THE MEDIA
Like the decisive political actors of the Czech Republic, all domestic media were
also dealing with a number of topics of internal and external dimensions of energy
security and policy of the Czech Republic in 2015. With respect to the said topics,
a majority of Czech daily papers (Hospodářské noviny, E15, Právo, Lidové noviny,
Mladá fronta Dnes and Haló noviny), but also the Internet portal Česká pozice, Euroskop, and Euractiv paid increased attention especially to the project of the Energy
Union. For example, the Internet portal Euractiv asked four Czech MPs and MEPs
about the importance of the Energy Union for the Czech Republic and also about the
problems of this project. All three MEPs, i.e. Pavel Poc (ČSSD), Evžen Tošenovský
(ODS) and Luděk Niedermayer (TOP 09) and one MP, Michal Kučera (TOP 09), emphasized the benefits of the Energy Union especially in the form of the implementation of smart grids, strengthening energy security, completion of the energy market
and completion of the energy infrastructure. At the same time, all of them agreed that
a certain problem of the Energy Union could consist in its too ambitious plans and
intentions but also in a big number and variety of subsidy programmes for renewable
resources.121
Big attention was also paid by the Czech media to the issue of breaking or preserving the coal mining limits at the mines Bílina and ČSA. In addition to the advan-
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tages and impacts related to breaking the coal mining limits, the Czech media were
dealing with public discussion about this issue. While citizens of the affected municipalities, a part of the regional executive and a number of supporters of the so-called
green energy were against mining in order to preserve coal for future generations, on
the contrary trade unionists, people from the power sector and main representatives of
industry favoured the mining of the remaining reserves of coal in order to strengthen
energy security of the Czech Republic and limit its dependency on expensive imports
of energy raw materials from politically and economically unstable regions of the
world but also in order to preserve jobs etc.122
Another big topic for the Czech media was the decision of the Government of
the Czech Republic about the future construction of two new blocks in the nuclear
power plants in Dukovany and Temelín and the plan of the company ČEZ to declare
a tender for supplies of nuclear fuel for the nuclear power station Temelín. In addition to the opinion of the Czech political representatives, criticism from the ecological organizations and interests of foreign firms from Russia, USA, France, Japan and
South Korea, the media also noticed the attitudes of the Czechs to nuclear energy in
this context. According to the research of the Public Opinion Research Centre of the
Academy of Science of the Czech Republic from May 2015, a majority of the Czechs
is for preserving or increasing the share of nuclear energy in the production of electricity. Nearly 50% of the people also favoured the construction of the third and fourth
blocks of the nuclear power station Temelín. In other words, the extension of the production of nuclear energy was considered positively by 22% of people, according to
45% of people the share of nuke should remain on the same level. The group of people
that would welcome reducing the share of nuclear energy was 22% and the remaining
11% did not know. Bigger concerns regarding the use of nuclear energy were shared
by ⅓ of the Czechs.123
Last but not least, the Czech media were focused on the Russian energy interests
in the Czech Republic and on the level of the EU. In the case of the Czech Republic
and energy interests of the RF, numerous Czech Internet portals and daily journals
took over some results of the Annual Report of the Security Information Services for
2014, which pointed out in relation to energy that Russia did not consider the fight
for the Czech nuclear energy lost. At the same time, according to the SIS report: “The
interest of the Russian power in the Czech nuclear energy in less prominent forms
persists. Contrary to the previous period, the Russian interests in the Czech Republic
expanded (Temelín, Dukovany, supplies of nuclear fuel). It is logically related to the
Russian interest in the new energetic concept of the Czech Republic as a whole and
in all subjects, which have at least mediated influence on the realization of the energy
concept.”124 In case of energy interests of the RF in the European Union, the Czech
media noticed especially the Russian project of the construction of the gas pipeline
Nord Stream 2, which divided the EU member states in two camps, opponents (especially the Central European and East European countries) and supporters (especially
the West European countries).125
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CONCLUSIONS
Like in the previous year 2014, also the following year 2015 in the area of external
energy relations of the Czech Republic reflected the limited politicizing of the Czech
discussion about some issues related to the external dimension of energy security.
While the topic of external energy policy and thereto related issues of energy security
were present in 2015 in the political debate of the institutional actors of the Czech Republic, i.e. of the President, Prime Minister, the MIT, the MFA and the ME, a majority of the political actors, i.e. political parties and movements, did not care too much
for the issue of external energy relations of the Czech Republic. At the same time, in
2015 there was a very similar or only partially differing opinion about a number of
energy topics of external relations of the Czech Republic among the institutional and
to a limited scope also political actors of the Czech Republic; therefore, only a limited
polarization of the Czech discussion can be spoken about. In 2015, these two facts
considerably influenced and determined the foreign policy position and actions of the
Czech Republic in external energy relations, where it was necessary to differentiate
the multilateral and bilateral levels.
On the multilateral level within the EU and the V4, the Czech Republic supported
in 2015, like in 2014, two attitudes in the external energy relations. On one side, in
2014 the Czech Republic defended creating the common policy, which was based on
the proactive actions and co-operating position. In this respect, during the year the
Czech Republic for example repeatedly supported the project of the Energy Union and
together with partners from the V4 it pushed through significant modifications into
the current proposal of the Energy Union, supported the negotiations of the EU with
the USA about TTIP, together with other states of the EU it enforced the right of the
member states to develop nuclear energy and decide independently about the composition of the energy mix, it emphasized the necessity of strengthening the energy security in the form of completing the fully liberalized mutually interconnected energy
market and, last but not least, it stood against the realization of the gas pipeline Nord
Steam 2. On the other side, the Czech Republic assumed the adaptation to the external policy, which was a result of reactive
actions and neutral position, when during
2
the year 2015 it traditionally stood, together with the other V4 countries, rather critically to the issue of further support of OZE, reduction of CO emissions, some measures in the area of reducing energy efficiency, but by its conduct it did not block or
veto these issues and, on the contrary, in the Paris Conference about climate changes
in November and December it supported the process of climate negotiations and asked
for adoption of a complex legally binding agreement. At the same time, after criticism
by the V4 countries, the Czech Republic, despite the refusal to sign the letter against
the realization of the gas pipeline Nord Stream 2, stood again on the side of the opponents to its construction.
Similarly, on the bilateral level, the Czech Republic adopted in 2015, like in the
previous year 2014, proactive actions and co-operating position and strived for creating a common policy in its external energy relations. This attitude was probably most
visible in the example of strengthening the Czech and Union energy security, for ex384
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ample by means of a greater utilization of nuclear energy, which was supported by
the Czech Republic in 2015 in its bilateral energy relations with Austria and the FRG
and in case of the USA and France it even strived for co-operation with these states,
but it did not impose it on any of the said states. In the case of the energy relations
with Russia, in 2015 the Czech Republic assumed adaptation to the external policy,
which was the result of reactive actions and neutral position. On one hand, the Czech
Republic accepted the external energy policy of the EU towards the Russian Federation, supported strengthening the energy security of the EU and reducing the Union
energy dependency on the RF and, at the same time, it agreed to the sanctions of the
EU against Russia. On the other hand, the Czech Republic clearly emphasized that it
would keep negotiating and co-operating with the RF in the energy area.
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